
    Hey guys, I have to tell you, I am having 
a great spring. I may not be on the trail hik-
ing, but this spring brought me back to 
Turkey Hunting with my youngest son 
Carter, Golf with my oldest son Jackson and 
fishing every weekend. And I started a 
Youtube Channel (Dead Calm Outdoors) 
that features fresh and saltwater fishing 
videos.  How can it get any better?  Put a 
cold one in my hand and you can make a 
beer commercial. 

 
    I wish I can remember who said this quote, you catch fish the night 
before. How true is that? Friday night after I get home from work I start 
planning my day of fishing. I pulled up OnX and start looking at maps. 
I’m study where the holes are located, looking for sandbars and oyster 
bars, points and deep holes where fish are hiding waiting to ambush 
their next meal. There are two places I love to go: the Creeks of Pawleys 
Island and Murrells Inlet. I am going to be sharing some of the tips that I 
have found that work.  I’m not a guide that does this professionally.  I’m 
a weekend warrior that has made many mistakes and have been 
skunked more times than I can count.   
 
    When I start talking about fishing, everyone starts with the sexy stuff: 

lures, baits and rigs. But let’s go back to the basics and the thing that 
catches the fish, your rod and reel. I use a Spinning reel with 20 lb braid 
Tipped with 15 to 20 Lb Fluorocarbon Leader (more stealthy than Mono) 
on a 7 – 7 ½ ft Med to Med Heavy action rod. I like the shorter rods and 
medium action for the fight of the fish. I’m not there to horse in a fish.   
 
    Time to get down and dirty. I first want to mention that I am not 
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Down and Dirty Creek Fishing 
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Gunsmithing • CWP Classes • Cerakote Service • Firearms Training   

Affordable Quality Firearms Ammunition   
Low Cost Firearms Transfers 

Optics • Holsters • Range Bags • Shooting Supplies 
Military, LE, & First Responder & Blue Label Programs

Guns & Ammo
VETERAN OWNED AND OPERATED BUSINESS  - MANY FIREARMS IN STOCK NOW! 

FIRST COME FIRST SERVED, STOP IN NOW!

Nicholas D. Visalli  
web:bantamguns.com  

email:bantamsolutions@gmail.com

 843-999-3360

We are the Number One Pet & People Friendly Lodging on Trip Advisor!  
We Welcome All Military • Motorcycle Riding & Fishing Families 

Ceramic Tile Floors Throughout • Full Size Kitchen Appliances • Digital On-Demand Cable • Free Wifi • Pool • Sundeck 
No Pet Charges, No Breed or Weight Restrictions 

www.LaDolceVitas.com • Email: LaDolceVitaVillas@frontier.com 

843-267-0215 
3701 N Ocean Blvd North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582

Second Amendment Sale Still In Effect. Large Selection of Firearms and Ammunition In Stock! 
2126 Hwy 9 East, Building F, Suite 4 (Rear Row) Longs, SC 29568

Spring Hours 
1200-1600 Monday & 1000-1700 Tuesday  

1000-1600  Wednesday & Saturday   •   1000-1800 Thursday & Friday  
Evening CWP Classes Starting 

Call for Appointments Outside of These Hours

Plenty of ammunition to go with all  
new firearms purchased! 

Unbelievable supply of guns in stock right now! 
CZ Special Running for in stock Items. Special Prices! 

We have training for all firearms!
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endorsed by any of the products that I am about to show you. Soft Plastic swim baits are my go to lure. There 
are an array of them on the market. Various sizes shapes and color. Paddle tail, curly tail, straight tail flukes 
and size range from 2 inch to 6 inch. I pair the soft plastic swimbait with a jig head. Again, there is a multi-
tude of sizes shapes colors and weights from which to choose. A ¼ oz jig head is my most popular weight. It’s 
good to use during flood tide and low tide. It’s my option that the jig head color does not need to match the 
swim bait body color. If you can great. One thing that I can tell you in my experience is you need to make 
sure the body of the swim bait is pushed all the way to the top of the jig head with NO gap. The gap between 
the body and the head is not a realistic presentation. It’s all about tricking the fish. 
 
    I work this rig as a jig off the bottom. I cast out, let it sink to the bottom and work it with short upward 
jerking motion to give it some life. This is a great technique for Flounder and Redfish as they are both bottom 
feeders. Flounder are ambush feeders so I target creek mouths, points where there is an eddy with current 
moving around it and deep holes. Docks and structure are a prime area to locate these flat fish. I pitch my jig 
under the docks and around pilings. These areas are perfect ambush sites where Flounder feed.  When fishing 
structure you have to be prepared to loose tackle, especially around jetty rocks.   
 
    I carry two rod and reel setups when I head out for the day. One rigged for Jigging and the other with a 
popping cork.  Drifting with a popping cork is great way to find fish as you troll to your next spot. I attach 
my cork to the braid and the under about 20-24 inches of leader line I tie on a 1/4 oz jig head. This is where I 
can mix it up.  A Berkley Gulp shrimp is killer.  I like the New Penny color. Popping the cork with a gulf 
shrimp is ringing the dinner bell for fish. Other combination include, ZMan shrimp, Berkley Gulp Curly tail 
swim bait, or a D.O.A CAL swim bait (smeared with some Mullet ProCure Attractant).  When you pop the 
cork, the rattle sounds like a fish or a shrimp breaking the surface of the water.  Cork or bobber fishing takes 
me back to the lake I grew up on fishing for Bluegill and bream.  When the cork disappears, my heart start to 
pound. 
 
    When I fish, I use the KISS method: Keep It Simple Stupid. Match the hatch is the old Flyfishing saying.  
Swimbaits and shrimp and plentiful in the inlets and creeks. Don’t over think. Go out and wet a line this 
summer with a kid, buddy or your wife.



 
SCDNR LCpl. Griffin Allison of Mt. Pleasant was honored with a S.C. Senate resolu-
tion recognizing his heroism in the line of duty in a ceremony at the Statehouse in 
Columbia on May 6, 2021. From left to right are: Gov. Henry McMaster, LCpl. 
Allison, SCDNR Col. Chisolm Frampton and state Sen. Stephen Goldfinch. [SCDNR 
photo by Taylor Main] 
 
    For law enforcement officers like S.C. Department of Natural Resources 
(SCDNR) Lance Corporal Griffin Allison, assigned to Charleston County, 
there’s no such thing as an ordinary day on the job. That was certainly true 
last December, when a routine trip down U.S. Highway 17 turned into a life-or 
death situation requiring quick action.  
    On Dec. 14, 2020, LCpl. Allison was the initial first responder on the scene 
of a crash involving a pickup truck and dump truck in Awendaw. He realized 
immediately that the driver of the pickup truck was trapped inside his vehicle 
and that it was beginning to catch on fire. With fire department crews notified 
but still en-route to the scene, LCpl. Allison and the occupants of the dump 
truck were able to free the driver just seconds before both vehicles were fully 
engulfed in flames. As a result, the pickup driver suffered only minor injuries. 
    LCpl. Allison’s actions that day did not go un-noticed. S.C. state Sen. 
Stephen Goldfinch, whose district encompasses parts of Charleston, 
Georgetown and Horry counties, happened upon the accident scene also. 
When he realized what was happening as he passed the scene, Sen. Goldfinch 
made a note to himself to find out the identity of the SCDNR officer involved 
so that he could be recognized. 
    Sen. Goldfinch introduced a resolution honoring LCpl. Allison, which was 
unanimously approved by his colleagues in the Senate. S.C Gov. Henry 
McMaster and Sen. Goldfinch took time out of their respective schedules yes-
terday (May 6, 202) to present a framed copy of the resolution to LCpl. Allison 
as a permanent reminder of the impact that his service as a law enforcement 
officer had that day. LCpl. Allision was introduced to the crowd gathered for 
the ceremony in the S.C. Statehouse by the head of SCDNR’s Law 

Enforcement Division, Col. Chisolm Frampton. 
    “This is another fine example of the strong people in our state,” said Gov. 
McMaster. “General Mark Clark used to say that ‘we have more patriotism in 
S.C. per square inch than any other place in the world,’ and taking care of 
your fellow citizens, even while putting yourself at great risk, is a big part of 
that. On behalf of the people of our state, I want to thank the lance corporal 
for his actions. The Department of Natural Resources does a wonderful job for 
our great people and we appreciate it very much.” 
    “Thank you so much for your service to our state and to my District,” said 
Sen. Goldfinch. “In appreciation we’ve framed a copy the resolution for you 
that you can put on the wall and be able to remember it forever.” 
    While the dedicated men and women that serve in the SCDNR’s Law 
Enforcement Division are charged with upholding the state’s wildlife, natural 
resources protections and boating-related laws, they are also frequently called 
upon to assist other law enforcement agencies, and to serve protect the public 
in a number of roles. Whether in the woods, on the water, or even, as in this 
case, on the state’s roads or highways, their number one mission is to ensure 
that everyone gets home safe.
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Charleston County 
SCDNR officer recognized 
for heroism by S.C. Senate 
and Gov. Henry McMaster
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Santa Fe Chicken Foil Packets 
4 chicken breasts 7-8 ounces each 
1/2 teaspoon chili powder 
salt & pepper to taste 
15 ounces black beans drained & rinsed 
2 cups whole kernel corn 
1 cup diced bell peppers any color 
3/4 cup salsa or 10 ounces Rotel Diced Tomatoes & Green Chilies, drained 
1/2 cup Mexican cheese or monterey jack, shredded 
cilantro tomatoes & jalapenos for garnish 
    Preheat grill to medium-high heat. 
    Place four large pieces of foil on work surface and spray each with cook-
ing spray. Place 1 chicken breast on each piece of foil and season with chili 
powder, salt & pepper. 
    Divide beans, corn, peppers, and salsa over top of chicken breasts. 
Fold in the ends to seal each packet. Place packets the grill vegetable side 
down for 10 minutes. 
    Flip packets over and grill an additional 10-12 minutes or until chicken 
is cooked through and reaches 165°F. 
    Place packets on a large baking pan. Carefully open packets and top 
with cheese. Place the baking pan back on the grill to melt the cheese. 
 
Jalapeno Popper Stuffed Pork Chops 
4 Boneless Center Cut Pork Chops 
4 ounces cream cheese softened 
1/4 cup grated cheddar 
1/4 cup minced jalapeno 
1 clove garlic minced 
1/4 teaspoon salt 
    Heat grill to a medium heat. Oil the grates. 
    Add the cream cheese, cheddar, jalapeno, garlic, and salt to a mixing 
bowl and stir well to combine. 
    Use a sharp knife to cut a deep pocket into the side of each pork chop. 
Spoon the filling evenly into each pork chop. 
    Use toothpicks to secure the cut side of the pork chop. 
    Grill for 5-7 minutes per side or until the pork chops reach an internal 
temperature of 145 degrees. Rest for 3 minutes before serving. 
Top as desired. 
 
Grilled Philly Cheesesteak Kabobs 
F o r  T h e  K a b o b s  
1 pound steak, cut into cubes 
8 ounces small mushrooms 
1 onion, cut into 1-inch pieces 
2 green bell peppers, cut into 1-inch pieces 
2 hoagie rolls, cut into 1-inch pieces 
3-4 tablespoons olive oil 
1 teaspoon salt 
1 teaspoon pepper 
F o r  T h e  C h e e s e  S a u c e  
8 ounces Velveeta, cubed 
3 ounces white cheddar cheese, shredded 
1 tablespoon butter 
3/4 to 1 cup milk 
1-2 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce 

Salt and pepper, to taste 
    Thread steak, vegetables and bread cubes onto skewers (if using wood-
en skewers, soak in water first). 
    Preheat grill for medium heat. In a small bowl, whisk together oil, salt 
and pepper. Brush over kabobs. 
    Grill for 6-8 minutes per side, or until steak is cooked to desired done-
ness, turning occasionally. 
    To make the cheese sauce, combine Velveeta, white cheddar, butter and 
1/2 cup of milk in a medium sauce pan. Heat over medium-low heat until 
cheese is melted. Add additional milk, stirring constantly, until sauce 
reaches desired consistency. Stir in Worcestershire sauce to taste. Season 
with salt and pepper, to taste. 
Serve sauce with kabobs. 

 
Grilled Salmon With Orange Maple Glaze 
 4 6 ounce salmon fillets 
1 tablespoon extra virgin olive oil 
Sweet And Spicy Dry Rub 
1 tablespoon brown sugar 
2 teaspoons kosher salt 
1 teaspoon smoked paprika 
1/2 teaspoon garlic powder 
1/2 teaspoon fresh ground black pepper 
1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper 
Orange Maple Glaze 
2 tablespoons soy sauce 
1/4 cup maple syrup (honey works too) 
1 medium orange, juiced 
1 teaspoon salt 
    Preheat your grill for direct/indirect cooking. 
    In a small bowl combine all the rub ingredients, and in a separate bowl 
combine all the glaze ingredients and set aside.  
    Coat salmon pieces in olive oil then sprinkle the dry rub over the 
salmon liberally. 
    Place salmon, skin side up, on the grill over direct heat. Let it sear for up 
to 4 minutes. You know it’s ready to flip when it doesn’t stick to the grill. 
Flip, close lid, and then cook on direct heat for another three minutes skin 
side down. 
    After three minutes, brush the glaze over the top of the salmon and 
close the lid to finish cooking. In another two minutes check the internal 
temperature of the thickest part of the salmon and pull at 125 degrees F for 
the upper end of medium rare. If your flame is too high, move to indirect 
heat and check the temperature more often. 
    Remove salmon from the grill. Let it rest for 10 minutes. Plate it, and 
drizzle with additional glaze just before serving. 

Let’s Get to  
Grilling!
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Pet Cremation & Memorial



Horseshoe crabs are occassionally seen mating and laying eggs in the marsh, but the 
environment was previously assumed to be unsuitable for egg development. (Photo: 
Kaitlyn Hackathorn/SCDNR) 

    It’s one of the great natural spectacles of the Atlantic coast – every spring, 
masses of horseshoe crabs come ashore and crowd sandy beaches to mate and 
lay eggs.  
    Such beaches have long been considered the best and possibly only environ-
ment where horseshoe crab eggs can successfully hatch and grow. But South 
Carolina Department of Natural Resources biologists recently confirmed 
that horseshoe crab eggs and hatchlings can also survive in a surprisingly 
different environment – the salt marsh. Their findings were recently pub-
lished in the peer-reviewed journal The Biological Bulletin. 
    “We’ve known for a long time that horseshoe crabs spawn in the salt marsh, 
but we thought those eggs didn’t survive the low-oxygen environment of pluff 
mud.” said assistant scientist Dr. Michael Kendrick, who leads horseshoe crab 
research at SCDNR. “The adaptability of this species to successfully reproduce 
in a wide range of habitat types really highlights one of the reasons why this 
group of animals has existed on the planet for more than 480 million years.” 
    The American horseshoe crab is an ancient marine invertebrate recognized 
by its pointed tail and domed ‘head,’ which protects six pairs of walking and 
feeding feet. Although they spend much of their lives offshore feeding on 
small clams and worms in the seafloor, they’re not uncommon on South 
Carolina beaches – particularly when they come ashore under new and full 
moons to mate and lay eggs during the spring. 
    Horseshoe crabs play a critical role in the coastal ecosystem and human 
health: their eggs are an important food sources for tens of thousands of shore-
birds making long migrations, and a compound in their blood is collected and 
used to detect contamination in vaccines and medical devices. 
    While horseshoe crab numbers have steeply declined in places such as New 
York, the most recent study by the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries 
Commission (to which SCDNR biologists contribute) found the Southeast’s 
horseshoe crab population to be in “good” condition. In an article published in 
2019 in the peer-reviewed Journal of Shellfish Research, based on sampling con-
ducted in 2014, SCDNR geneticists found little evidence of inbreeding, sug-
gesting that the state’s horseshoe crabs are relatively healthy. 
As coastal South Carolina continues to grow and change, however, biologists 
will continue monitoring where crabs are spawning, how many there are and 
the state of their genetic health. 
 

CDNR biologists created this chart to help distinguish the different developmental 
stages in their samples, ranging from freshly laid eggs (stage A) to newly hatched 
trilobites (stage G). (Image: SCDNR/Crustacean Management and Research Section) 
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Biologists find salt marsh has unexpected 
importance to horseshoe crabs
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   That’s why SCDNR biologists sought to determine whether the horseshoe 
crabs observed spawning in the salt marsh were contributing viable eggs to 
the population. These flat, tidally flooded wetlands between land and sea 
define much of the South Carolina coast, but their importance to horseshoe 
crabs is not well understood. 
    In June 2019, staff collected samples of horseshoe crab eggs at 28 locations 
in marshes and 32 locations on beaches and assessed them for successful 
development. From each of these samples, they looked at a minimum of 50 
eggs, embryos and trilobites (young horseshoe crabs) under a microscope and 
classified the developmental stage of each. Using statistical computing soft-
ware, they then analyzed for habitat differences among each of seven distinct 
developmental stages. 
    They found healthy horseshoe crab eggs, embryos and trilobites in both 
marsh and beach locations, demonstrating that eggs laid in the salt marsh 
could in fact successfully hatch and develop despite apparent sub-optimal 
conditions. 
    However, they also found significant differences in the two habitat types. 
While the prevalence of early and middle developmental stages was similar 
across habitats, beach sites were more likely to have advanced-stage trilobites. 
Marshes also had a higher number of discolored eggs, which are likely less 
viable. Because the surveys represent just a snapshot in time, the authors are 
conducting additional research this year to help determine whether these dis-
tinctions reflect differences in spawning timing (horseshoe crabs could lay on 
beaches at different times than in marshes) or differences in the rates of devel-
opment. 
    Regardless, Dr. Kendrick says the findings have changed the way his team 
thinks about the importance of the salt marsh to the animals they study. 
“[Salt] marsh habitats in this region could represent a significant, but previ-
ously underappreciated, source of horseshoe crab embryos that may con-
tribute substantially to the adult population,” the authors wrote 

Horseshoe crab eggs (center) in the pluff mud of a salt marsh (Photo: 
SCDNR/Crustacean Management and Research Section) 
 
    It’s horseshoe crab season right now, and you can help SCDNR biologists 
better understand this fascinating animal! If you see horseshoe crabs spawn-
ing on the coast, please report your sightings with photos 
to surveymonkey.com/r/HorseshoeCrab.



   There is nothing better than taking a cool dip on a hot day. With summer 
heating up in the Waccamaw River watershed, I cannot wait to get in the 
water. Here in coastal South Carolina, we have plenty of opportunities to 
jump in the water. We have the beach, marshes, pools, and our rivers.  
    While tourists tend to stray towards the beaches, locals know the best 
place to cool off is the river. But with rising concerns about contamination 
and pollution, even some locals are staying away from the river. Getting 
sick from polluted water is now more of a concern than the gators who call 
our river home. (Although, we all know the gators want nothing to do 
with us loud humans and tend to disappear when they hear us coming.)  

    Unlike many other rivers, the Waccamaw River is relatively free of 
health-threatening pollution. We have our fair share of trash. During our 
2021 Confluence Cleanups, our volunteers removed more than a ton of 
trash from the Waccamaw. But trash will not make you sick the way other 
pollution might. Chemicals and bacteria are the real health concerns when 
it comes to swimming in the river. And, believe it or not, the Waccamaw 
River is considered clean when it comes to bacteria.  
    The Waccamaw Riverkeeper program helps coordinate the Waccamaw 
River Volunteer Water Quality Monitoring Program. Our teams of 
volunteers sample water quality twice each month. They measure a variety 
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Samplin’ All Summer for Swim Guide 

Cara Schildtknecht, Waccamaw Riverkeeper, Winyah Rivers Alliance
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of parameters including fecal bacteria. For the 
past 15 years, we have seen very few instances 
of fecal bacteria contamination in the 
Waccamaw. Overall, we have good water quality 
throughout the river.  
    As the Riverkeeper, I see this data all the time 
and I know it’s safe to swim in the river. But 
what about everyone else? How do y’all know it 
is safe to go swimming?  
    This summer we plan to bring bacteria data to 
everyone through weekly sampling at 12 sites 
throughout the Waccamaw River watershed 
from Lake Waccamaw to Winyah Bay. The data 
will all be updated weekly on Swim Guide 
(www.theswimguide.org) to provide up-to-date 
information about water quality conditions at 

your favorite sites on the Waccamaw. Using the 
Swim Guide app, you can see at a glance 
whether your landing is safe for swimming, 
boating, and playing in the Waccamaw. Visit 
www.theswimguide.org or download the app to 
check it out for yourself! 
    We need your help! To provide you with 
reliable bacteria measurements throughout the 
summer recreation season, we need funding! 
Please visit www.winyahrivers.org to donate to 
support this sampling program. Every little bit 
helps for this program! If you use the river for 

recreation during the summer, this sampling 
program is for you! We also offer a sponsorship 
program with this program so you can sponsor a 
specific site and promote your organization or 
business.  
    Visit our website, www.winyahrivers.org, or 
contact your Waccamaw Riverkeeper, Cara 
Schildtknecht, (riverkeeper@winyahrivers.org or 
(843) 779-2227) to learn more about the 
Waccamaw Riverkeeper Swim Guide program 
and how you can help us protect clean water for 
everyone to enjoy this summer and forever.

Castingawayblog is a site dedicated to fly 
fishing and in particular, fly fishing travel. 

We plan to share experiences and tech-
niques, as well as, to provide a portal 
todestinations across the globe for the  

travelling fly fisherman.  
Enjoy! 

castingawayblog.wordpress.com

Read More  
“Casting Away”  

with  
James Yates



    Jimmy is a very experienced and seasoned duck 
hunter. He’s also taken his share of deer. He, however, 
has never had the thrill of seeing a strutting tom walk in 
front of his shotgun- that is until the other day. I hap-
pened to be with him when he wrote this new chapter. 
That morning, a vocal gobbler seemed less than 150 yards 
away. I was surprised how quickly we were able to work 
a bird that we actually had a chance of calling in. I was 
the caller, and while he responded to my call, he never 
made the move our way. And after a thirty minute back 
and forth, the place went quiet. So, I just let him know, 

every ten minutes or so, that this lonesome (and fake) hen was hanging 
around. More than an hour passed with nothing. But about ten minutes before 
we were leaving, Jimmy noticed this bright red, white, and blue gobbler come 
sauntering in. I quickly set up my camera to film while trying to coach my 
hunter to be patient as this beautiful tom strutted in closer and closer to our 
decoys. I could hear Jimmy’s breathing get sporadic, but I knew he would 
make a good shot on the bird. After closing the distance to about twenty yards, 
he took the shot and his trophy hit the ground. I got out of the blind as fast as 
I could to jump on this bird to eliminate any chances of him getting away. And 
the morning that started with unrealized hope ended with understood certain-
ty and with a new story to share.  
    A few weeks ago, Christians all over the world celebrated Easter. The story 
of Easter is also the story of how a morning that started with unrealized hope 
for Jesus’ followers would end with understood certainty, and a new story to 
share. The days and hours after Jesus was crucified were filled with despair. 
His followers had sensed how close his kingdom really was. They had experi-
enced his nearness and the nearness of his reign. There’s no doubt the antici-
pation of his plan was in every believer. And then something happened that 
no one expected. He died, and all the world went quiet. In fact, his followers 
returned to their places and to their normal life with nothing to talk about 
except for what might have been. But just when no one expected, a victory 
took place. It was the certainty of the physical Jesus. And over 500 people wit-
nessed his appearing. And they began to tell a new story. This story was not 
about Jesus’ message or the miracles he performed, but about a resurrection. It 
was about someone who was dead, coming back to life. Does it sound strange? 
Ludicrous? Impossible? It did to them as well. And yet the proof was on the 
ground - not lying dead but living and moving and reminding them of his pre-
vious promise to rise again. And today, for every follower of Christ, our story 
is not mainly one of doctrines and deeds, but of a God/Man who predicted his 
own death, burial, and resurrection, and pulled it off.  
Gary Miller 
gary@outdoortruths.org

We provide exceptional,          
comprehensive   dentistry in a 
kind, welcoming environment. 

Cosmetic Dentistry* Dental Implants* Invisalign               
Oral Sedation * Sleep Apnea* Crowns & Bridges             
Teeth Whitening* Porcelain Veneers* Dentures                

Root Canal Therapy* Restorative Care 

New Patients Welcome!                      
Call Today For An Appointment. 

Jeffrey W. Horowitz, DMD,FAGD 
Martin Bockler, DMD 
Shawna Collins, DMD 
Cara C. Lawson, DMD 

1515 Ninth Avenue  822 Inlet Square Drive 
  Conway, SC 29526    Murrells Inlet, SC 29576 

 
      (843)248-3843   (843)397-5337 

www.carolinacosmeticdental.com 
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OUTDOOR TRUTHS 

By Gary Miller

24 Hour 
Secure  

Drop Off Cooler  
Direct Access from  

Hwy 544, Hwy 31,  
Hwy 707 &  
ByPass 17

ALL beach bound highways lead to  
SOCASTEE’S  

707  
DEER PROCESSING 

“Finally Experience The True Taste Of Venison  
That Your Entire Family Will Enjoy!”

Conveniently located... Behind American Trade 
4655 Socastee Blvd. in  

Myrtle Beach, SC 29588 

843-293-3355

Socastee
707

Processing

Socastee
High

School

Highway 31

Bridge

17 Bypass

Wal
Mart

31

707

544

Food
Lion

707
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Professional Rehabilitation Services, Inc. 
The Outpatient Physical Therapy Specialists

Pawleys Island 843-235-0200 
Murrells Inlet   843-314-3224 
Surfside Beach 843-839-0163 
Carolina Forest 843-282-0440

Myrtle Beach         843-839-1300 
Market Commons  843-213-6338 
Conway                843-733-3031 
Little River           843-281-4222

Call for a FREE 15 minute consultation

    Summer is com-
ing and it is a per-
fect time to be out-
side and hear 
those familiar 
sounds of the 
ocean and family 
gatherings! This is 
the time of year to 
be healthy and 
active. Did you 
know that your 
hearing health contributes to your 
overall well-being and quality of life? 
It’s time to live better and to be 
healthy and happy, better hearing 
health and wellness are possible!! 
Here’s a few statistics that may sur-
prise you: 
    • 1 in 3 people over the age of 60 
have hearing loss 
    • 1 in 6 baby boomers (ages 49-66) 
have hearing loss 
    • 1 in 14 generation xers (ages 37-
48) already have hearing loss 
    • 1 in 5 teenagers have some type of 
hearing loss 
People of all ages can have and do 
have hearing loss. There are many con-
tributing factors to why this is happen-
ing. 
• SMOKING: Current smokers are 
1.69 times more likely, or have a 70% 
higher risk to have hearing loss than 
nonsmokers. 
• DIABETES: Hearing loss is about 
twice as common in people with dia-
betes compared to those without the 
disease. In adults with pre-diabetes, 

whose blood glucose 
is higher than nor-
mal but not high 
enough for a dia-
betes diagnosis, 
have a 30% higher 
rate of hearing loss 
compared to those 
with normal blood 
sugar. 
• HEART HEALTH: 
The inner ear is 

extremely sensitive to blood flow. 
Studies have shown that a healthy car-
diovascular system-a person’s heart, 
arteries and veins-has a positive effect 
on hearing. Conversely, inadequate 
blood flow and trauma to the blood 
vessels of the inner ear can contribute 
to hearing loss. 
• HYPERTENSION: There is a signifi-
cant association between high blood 
pressure and hearing loss. 
Hypertension is an accelerating factor 
of degeneration of the hearing appara-
tus due to aging. 
• OSTEOPOROSIS: Did you know 
there is a link between osteoporosis 
and hearing loss? The demineraliza-
tion of the three middle ear bones may 
contribute to or cause a conductive 
hearing impairment. 
    It’s so important to take an empow-
ered, proactive approach to all aspects 
of your health during every stage of 
your life – let it begin with your hear-
ing health! Call us today for a FREE 
Hearing Evaluation 843-272-1486. We 
look forward to seeing you soon!

Let It Begin with Your 
Hearing Health... 

 
By Jennifer Reed & Kayla Bracey

   Pain in the Mid-Back ranges from twinges to tenderness to burn-
ing and throbbing at the base of the neck and between the shoulder 
blades. The Mid-Back includes 12 pairs of ribs, 12 spinal bones (ver-
tebrae) – each of which is attached to a rib – and a network of 
nerves, muscles, tendons, and ligaments. These structures protect 
internal organs, including the heart, lungs, liver and spleen.   
    Most episodes of Mid-Back pain result from injury, overuse or 
misuse. Abnormal spinal alignment or degeneration of normal struc-
ture can also lead to Mid-Back pain. When spinal bones become mis-
aligned or movement is restricted, the result is a common condition 
known as vertebral subluxation. These vertebral misalignments can 
put pressure on the nerves leaving the spinal cord and prevent the 
brain from properly communicating and controlling thoracic organs. 
Pressure on nerves can affect breathing, heart function, and diges-
tion.   
    Even ribs can become misaligned causing burning and pain along 
the shoulder blade. Rib subluxations can affect the thoracic nerves as 
well producing a sharp, jabbing pain that can mimic heart burn or 
even a heart attack. If a serious heart condition has been ruled out 
by your medical doctor, then rib and thoracic misalignments should 
be considered. What causes a rib subluxation? Sleeping on the same 
side night after night, coughing, sneezing , incorrect lifting or reach-
ing , or even throwing a ball can all effect proper Mid-Back biome-
chanics. 
    Doctors of Chiropractic are specially trained to diagnose and treat 
vertebral and rib subluxations. Using gentle maneuvers, called chi-
ropractic adjustments, Chiropractors carefully move the misaligned 
bones back into place. This process relaxes the connecting muscles: a 
vital step in reducing patients’ Mid-Back pain and improving mobil-
ity. Chiropractic adjustments help maintain the integrity of joint car-
tilage, improve the metabolism of the intervertebral disk and pre-
vent premature degenerative changes (arthritis). Many chiropractors 
prescribe corrective home exercises and council patients on preven-
tative measures to avoid a relapse. 
    If you are suffering with a Mid-Back condition whether mild or 
severe, call your chiropractor for an immediate appointment. 
Lasting relief may be closer than you think.  

9th Ave., Conway   
843-248-0104  

www.falkfamilychiropractic.com

Mid-Back Pain 
The Chiropractic 

Solution 
with Dr Daniel A Falk



    The cypress swamps and dark blackwater rivers of 
South Carolina hold secrets. Hidden among the tall 
trees and backwater creeks, the history, mysteries and 
stories are lost in time. If you know where to look, 
you can still see some of them. Peeking out of the 
dark water at low tide, the old rail lines and docks sit 
silent, remnants of the long history of logging along 
the Waccamaw River. For over a century, men worked 
long hot days deep in the swamps and wetlands, cut-
ting giant cypress and pine. Hauling logs onto short 
line railroads that carried the trees down to the river 
and floating them to the first steam powered sawmill 
in the southeast. Southern swamps are known for 
their lumber. Millions of board feet were shipped 

north and around the world for building. By the 1850’s, Buck Mills at 
Bucksport, produced 3 million board feet of lumber annually. Tall ships like 
the great Henrietta, built in Bucksport in 1875 and the steamships built in 
Conway were built with local lumber. The cypress was prized for its rot resist-
ance. Timber harvesting and the production of naval stores began in the 1820’s 
and continued into the early 1900’s when all the old growth trees were gone.   
    One of my favorite pieces of this lost history is the Mystery Train. An old 
logging train that sits along the banks of the Waccamaw National Wildlife 
Refuge, hidden by sawgrass and slowly sinking into the river. When I first saw 
it long ago, it sat on a low bank. Over the years of floods and hurricanes, the 
river has eroded the bank and large trees have fallen on either side. Old pieces 
of track now lead to the sky and the wheels from a cart that hauled the trees 
sit under water most of the time. The locomotive has lost parts over the years 
but is still recognizable as a train. It’s so heavy just sits and waits to disappear 
as the river changes course, as it has for centuries. I’ve spent years trying to 

learn more about it, but old logging records are scarce and there were many 
small, short line runs and trams that were left abandoned when all the trees 
were cut. From what I’ve been able to uncover, it’s an early Whitcomb diesel 
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The Mystery Train 

 Hidden History on the Waccamaw 
By Jane Ochsenbein 



locomotive. The company started building small engines of this design as early 
as 1906. It ran on a standard gage track; the locomotive is about 11 ft long a 
with a 4 ft wheelbase and 4-cylinder engine. There are a few references to this 
particular train in a 30 yr old newsletter from a National Railroad Historical 
Society group based in Charleston. As to who put it there, when and how long 
it was used is a mystery. If anyone knows more history on this train, please 
send me an email!  
    Just upriver from the train is an old dock and bumper system. It guided the 
logs around the bend in the river and prevented them from becoming jammed 
up in the small lake as the logs were floated downriver to the sawmill. It con-
nected to an old ferry station along the bank.  Barely visible during a normal 
tide, most pass right over it and never know it’s there. During a good low tide, 
with the drought conditions in the area, these old cypress posts stand strong 
and show the hidden history that usually sits just under the surface of the 
black waters of the Waccamaw.  
    Hidden docks, historic artifacts, sunken rail cars, ships and giant old logs sit 
on the riverbed and along the banks of our local waterways. The rivers were 
the highways throughout history, until cars took over.  The tidal nature of the 
Waccamaw made travel in both directions easier, and the trip between 
Conway to Georgetown was heavily traveled. The rivers were critical to the 
earliest Native American people that called the region home. The rivers were 
centers of transportation, trade, industry and commerce, generating vast 
wealth for some. Waccamaw was the main route from Conway and all the 
towns along the rivers to Georgetown. The days of logging have faded into the 
past. recreation has become the primary industry and use now. Boaters, kayak-
ers and paddleboard enthusiasts are the most common sights now. To learn 
more about our region’s history, visit the Horry County Museum in Conway, 

they have a wealth of local information. If you want to see the train, I can 
show you the way, our kayak tour company offers a Mystery Train tour to visit 
it. The cypress and pines have recovered, paddling along the river reveals the 
secrets that many miss in larger boats.  
Jane Ochsenbein 
Gator Bait Adventure Tours      
Myrtle Beach SC        
843-503-3276   
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• Always carry a waterproof fire-starting kit in a pocket. If you get wet, being able 

to start a fire is crucial to staving off hypothermia.  

• Never go hunting without telling somebody where you’re going and when you 

expect to return.  

• Attach a small compass to your parka via pin or string. This way, it’ll always be 

there when you need it.  

• Always wear distinctive hunter’s orange clothing. 

• Treat every gun as if it’s loaded, even when you’re sure it’s not.  

• Always point the muzzle in a safe direction. 

• Before each hunt, open your gun’s action and check the muzzle for obstructions.  

• Carry a cell phone in a waterproof plastic bag when hunting. Cell phone service 

is available in most places. 

Hunting Safety Tips!

WACCAMAW METAL RECYCLING
CA$H PAID FOR

• Aluminum Cans 
• Autos 
• Stainless Steel 
• Compressors 
• Tin

• Scrap Aluminum 
• Brass 
• Radiators 
• Electric Motors 
• Appliances

We Sell Used Structural Steel 
Hours: Monday - Friday 8am - 4pm  Saturday 8am -Noon 

Cal l  For  
Pr ice  
Quote

112 Hwy 57 North 
Little River 

399-4048 
Mon-Fri - 8am-4pm

1626 Stockholder Ave. 
Myrtle Beach 

448-4605 
Mon-Fri - 7am-4pm

Now  
Accepting Cars



EfficientAlways 
Successful 
Year-round Baits 
    Serious and even not so serious, bass anglers should never leave home with-
out an assortment of spinnerbaits, topwaters and lipless crankbaits, why? 
    Because they are Efficient, Always, Successful, Year-round Baits 
    If you were to look in a professional angler’s boat during practice before a 
big tournament, chances are you would see spinnerbaits, lipless crankbaits 
and topwater baits tied on to at least three rods, and they would either be on 
the deck or within easy reach in the rod box. The main reason for having these 
baits tied on at all times is that these are fish finding and fish catching baits 
that always work. 
    There are very few things that professional anglers will agree on, but the 
bait of choice and in most all arsenals, will always be a spinnerbait. 
Spinnerbaits 
    Are easy to use, versatile and can cover lots of water, at all depths in a short 
period of time. 
    Where many anglers get confused about spinnerbaits is trying to figure out 
which configuration of spinnerbait to use on a particular body of water, under 
a certain set of conditions, taking into account such factors as: water clarity, 
light penetration, time of year and depth being fished. Additional factors are 
blade configuration, spinnerbait weight/size and skirt color. Spinnerbaits are 
easy to use because you basically cast them out and reel them back in, pretty 
simple, right? Ah, but learning the right configuration and components of the 
bait is what separates the fish catching from the fish wishin’ anglers. 
    With thousands of combinations and variables to confuse the ordinary 
angler, how do you narrow down the options to select the appropriate bait for 
the circumstances at hand? Break the spinnerbait down into the four basic 
components: composition, blade, weight and color. To keep it really simple, 
take color first because it is the easiest. For clear water, stick to neutral, 
translucent and white-colored skirts. For dingy or stained water, use char-
treuse/white, blue or pumpkinseed or a combination thereof, and in muddy 
water use, black, orange or chartreuse. 
    Second, consider the composition. There are three kinds of spinnerbaits, in-
line, short arm and long arm. In-line spinnerbait means that the spinners 
(blades) are in direct line with the hook, such as the Snagless  Sally or Mepps 
Rooster tails. They are primarily used in northern waters. In-lines can also be 
fished around brush and timber and can be buzzed just under the surface. 
    Both short arm and long arm spinnerbaits are safety pin baits. The long arm 
baits are easier to get through the grass and are more weedless due to the arm 
of the bait being directly over the hook. Short arms are used as a drop bait 
because the blade is directly over the head of the lure which lets it spiral down 
(helicopter) to the bottom. There are many manufacturers of these types of 
spinnerbaits. The cost range can be as economical as less than a buck, to the 
higher profile and more expensive type, such as those with a titanium wire 
base arm that claims to never having to be adjusted. 
    The main reason for having these baits tied on at all times is that these are fish find-
ing and fish catching baits that always work 
    No discussion of spinnerbaits is complete without addressing the various 
blade configurations and blade colors used in the assembly process. There are 
basically three primary blade types: Colorado, Indiana or willow leaf and 
numerous combinations such as the thumper, tortoise shell and pear shaped 
blades. In order to choose the appropriate blade first determine the water clari-
ty, which will tell you whether the fish are feeding by sight or sound. 
Colorado blades are used primarily in stained to muddy water or low light 

conditions where the fish are feeding by sound and bait vibration is the key 
factor. Also, under these conditions for maximum throb and vibration, the 
Indiana or thumper blades would be used. Tandem willow leaf blades will 
work the best under clear water conditions with vegetation because the blades 
have a tighter rotation and will tangle less in the grass. Willow leaf blades 
have the least vibration and most flash. Use chrome or nickel blades when 
fishing clear water because these fish are feeding by sight. In stained to 
muddy water, use copper, gold or painted blades. When you’re not sure what 
blade configuration to go with, start out with double blades, one silver and 
one copper. Let the fish tell you what they want. 
    A single Colorado blade works best when you want more vibration in dingy 
or stained water conditions. This also holds true for night fishing and fishing 
in the summertime. Use double Colorado blades when you want to V-wake 
the bait just under the surface. The thumper blades are great for a slow-roll or 
drop. The larger the blades the more lift the lure will have. Single blade baits 
have more vibration than the tandem willow leaf bait, and finally, Colorado 
blades have more vibration than the willow leaf, but not as much vibration as 
Indiana blades. 
    It is fairly easy to determine the spinnerbait weight. You want to be able to 
feel the bait vibrate as the blades are pulled through the water. If you cannot 
feel the vibration, change weight size. Basically, ¼-ounce, 3/8-ounce, 1/2-
ounce or 3/4-ounce baits will get you through most situations. Water tempera-
ture is a key factor to determining the weight of the spinnerbait because differ-
ent times of the year require different weight sizes. 
    Spinnerbaits can be fished from the surface to the bottom and anywhere in 
between. During the winter, I like to use a 3/4-ounce bait and slow roll it over 
the vegetation or let it drop to the bottom and work it back much like a worm. 
During the spring and fall, depending on the water clarity and temperature, I 
like to use a 1/4-ounce up shallow and a 3/8- to 1/2-ounce in deeper water. 
When fishing in the heat of the summer, you can’t beat a 3/8-ounce tandem 
willow leaf in and around the vegetation, or a single Colorado blade which 
provides a lot of vibration. 
Topwater 
    Action is by far the most exciting way to catch bass, especially in the early 
hours before the sun gets up, late evenings or during low light (cloudy) condi-
tions. Watching a bass come up to the surface and inhale a bait is breathtaking 
and it seems like time stops for that particular moment when the explosion 
occurs and the bait disappears from the surface beneath the dark waters. 
    Topwaters are really at their peak when there is a light ripple or small chop 
on the water. If there is no ripple or chop, the fish will be easily spooked and 
wary of topwaters and it’s probably best to go to a sub-surface lure like a spin-
nerbait. When fishing in shallow water, topwater fishing may be the most 
exciting way to catch bass, but it is also the first pattern to go under frontal 
conditions. Because adverse weather affects shallow-water patterns, the pros 
have learned over years of experience to never depend exclusively on a top-
water pattern to hold out for an entire tournament. 
    Topwaters fall into five basic categories based on size and type of bait, 
which are: cigar, stick, slush, popper and buzzbaits. With hundreds of topwa-
ter baits to choose from, how do you know which ones are going to produce? 
The all-time favorite has got to be Heddon’s Zara Spook using a walk-the-dog-
type of cadence to produce really big bass. The term, “walking the dog” 
means, cast your bait out past the target and work it back with your rod tip 
pointed towards the water and leaving the line somewhat slack (not tight). 
Pop the bait with a short jerk or twitch and then pop the bait again, which will 
make it move from side to side in a stop-and-go pause-continuing cadence. If 
the bait does not move from side to side, chances are you have too much slack 
line out. Reel some of it up, but not all as this method works best on slack line. 
The walk-the-dog action resembles a wounded baitfish fluttering on the sur-
face, easy prey for the bass. They will inhale the bait by flaring their gills and 
sucking it down. You don’t want to set the hook when you see the fish explode 
on top of the bait. You want to wait until you feel the fish pulling the bait 
down, then set the hook. This is one of the hardest lessons to learn with top-
waters. It’s totally unnerving and almost impossible to do, but if you set the 
hook too soon, the fish won’t be there because you have pulled the bait away 
before the fish connected; and, if you wait too long, the bass may spit the bait 
out. There is a very fine line there and only experience will tell you when to 
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E.A.S.Y. Baits 

By Virginia Pierce  
BassResources.com
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set the hook. 
    The older spooks with three sets of treble hooks are the best. Also, when 
fishing topwater cigar baits, the Zara Puppy is very effective on school bass. 
    When you get into slush baits (baits with propellers on the front, rear or 
both), Cordell’s Boy Howdy and the Crazy Shad, along with Smithwick’s 
Devil’s Horse and Heddon’s Tiny Torpedo are classics. Slush baits are fished 
with short, erratic twitches and semi-slack line. For additional action, instead 
of tying the knot directly to the snap ring, many of the pros tie their topwater 
baits with a loop knot, which imparts more lifelike action to the bait. Slush 
baits are best when used from post-spawn on through the summer’s school 
fish and continue to work through early fall. 
    Stickbaits such as the traditional Smithwick Rogue, Cordell Red Fin, Pencil 
Popper and Bomber Long A are hard plastic jerkbaits fished with long sweeps 
or short jerks. These baits are designed to not only resemble and have the 
action of a wounded minnow, but also to make the distinctive noises of a shad 
thrashing on the surface, which adds an extra enticement to attract bass. 
   One of the favorite poppers is the famous Rebel Pop R. This bait has been 
around for at least 20 years. It was discontinued for awhile in the 80’s and 
with increased demand from the pros, it was brought back into production 
and has danced and popped it’s way into the money for quite a few of the 
pros on the professional circuits. 
    When bass are chasing shad in the summer, this bait can be popped, gur-
gled and teased back to the boat or it can be steadily worked in the walk-the-
dog method. Storm’s Rattling Chug Bug is another excellent popper that is 
fished in the same manner, but it has rattles to further entice the bass. 
Excalibur’s Spit’n Image is a minnow-like bait (bottom weighted) that is also 
retrieved in the side to side motion and it’s sputtering action has been very 
effective on school fish. 
     One lure that every angler should have several of is a buzzbait. These baits 
are highly effective when fished over vegetation and can even be used in the 
dead of winter over open water to catch giant bass. This is one of the easiest 
baits of all to use, just throw it out and reel it very fast until the bait stays up 
on the surface of the water and reel it like that all the way back to the boat. 
John Hope, of the infamous Tracking Texas Trophies segment, told me long 
ago that when you listen to this bait as it is reeled straight up off the bottom, it 
sounds like a ball of shad coming to the surface. 
    There are many manufacturers of buzzbaits. Primary colors are white and 
white/chartreuse. Blade colors would be picked the same as in spinnerbaits 
and determined by water clarity. 
Lipless Crankbaits 
    are great tools to locate bass. I can’t tell you how many big tournaments 
have been won on this particular bait, but it has been a lot, especially in lakes 
with vegetation. These baits can be cranked down to the top of the grass, 
ticked across and then ripped through the grass, and if a bass is anywhere 
near, it will trigger a strike. 
    These baits are shad shaped, come in almost any size range, and some are 
hollow baits with rattle chambers added for sound and weight. I call these 
baits fish magnets because they will draw the fish out when nothing else 
seems to work! The original Rat-L-Trap comes in over 50 colors to choose 
from, but again, if you’re just starting out, stick to the primary colors. 
   Lipless crankbaits work year-round, using the smaller sizes in early spring 
and as the water warms going to the larger sizes in the fall. If you examined 
every boat on a given body of water, most all of them would have these baits 
not only on board, but tied on to at least one rod! 
   The setup you use (rods, reels and line), is just as important as the baits you 
throw and the balance is critical to your overall success. Quality medium-
action fast-tip rods are well suited for use with these baits. In fact, regardless 
of lure choice be sure to select the proper equipment from line to rods and 
reels for use with them and the results will be far more rewarding for you. 
     Starting out it’s usually best to keep color choices to a minimum. Chrome, 
shad, crawfish, chartreuse and firetiger, which are all basic colors in the food 
chain will be your mainstays. We constantly go to the tackle store and stand 
gawking and mystified at the variety of sizes, shapes and colors of baits. None 
of us has the will power to leave the store with just one lure! No matter how 
many baits we have, more is always better because... they are Efficient, 
Always Successful, Year-round Baits! 

FISH DAY 
CONWAY FEED & GARDEN 

2200 N. MAIN ST.            CONWAY, SC 

FRIDAY, June 11, 2021 
10:00 AM — 2:00 PM 

CALL 843-248-4344 TO PLACE YOUR ORDER 

Place Order by 6-09-21 
$3.00 bag fee for each type of fish ordered (maximum per bag listed below). 

Bring a cooler or box to place fish bag in. 

Sterile Grass Carp... $12.00 each - Size: 8”-11” 
Recommended 20 or more per acre.  

Can be ordered in any number 
Maximum 10 per bag 

 
Channel Catfish...60¢ each - Size 3”-5” 

Recommended 100-1,000 per acre.  
Must be ordered in multiples of 100 

Maximum 200 per bag

Coppernose Bluegill... 55¢ each - Size: 1”-2” 
Recommended 1,000 per acre.  

Must be ordered in multiples of 100 
Maximum 500 per bag 

 
Mosquitofish... 40¢ each Size 1”-3”  

Recommended 1,000 per acre.  
Must be ordered in multiples of 100 

Maximum 500 per bag

Largemouth Bass...$1.50 each... Size1”-3”    
Recommended 100 per acre.  

Maximum 500 per bag.  
Must be ordered in multiples of 100. 
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  My daughter Alexandra’s June wed-
ding to her fiancé is right around the 
corner! As the big day approaches, 
capturing beautiful moments that 
only a mother of the bride can seize is 
my number one priority. 
    Navigating spring turkey season—
during which the local wild turkeys 
were mostly elusive—I finally man-
aged to sneak away and hunt, but 
soon realized that it didn’t matter a 
bit whether I filled my tags. I soaked 
in all the enchantment that turkey 
hunting offers, especially becoming 
one with woods, dressed in full camo, 
sitting alone with my thoughts and 
waiting anxiously to hear that gobble 
that will shake me to my core. I savor 

everything about the turkey woods, from the beautiful sounds of the song-
birds to the annoying calls of the crows. I took in stride even the gross 
caterpillars dropping on me from branches overhead. I worked my favorite 
slate call, hoping the seductive yelps, clucks, and purrs would be irre-
sistible to a gobbler—but no avail. 
    After a couple of solo hunts, with no score, I finally tried again with my 
best hunting girlfriend, Kim Davis. Last year was her first spring hunting 
turkeys, and I am so excited that she has become one of the most passion-
ate turkey hunters I know. We knew that our hunt together would not be 
only about calling in a turkey, but would equally be about enjoying the 
unique connection we share as hunting women. This time we spend in the 
woods is our safe place to share our deepest thoughts, laugh our hardest, 
and together marvel at the land we love and appreciate beyond descrip-
tion. The best part of the hunt is when it is over, and we sit and talk, sur-
rounded by the natural world that nourishes our souls. 
    As the last days of turkey hunting were upon me, with not a second 
thought, I turned my full attention to the upcoming bridal shower. Along 
with my daughter Caroline, I was hosting an outdoor event in my back-
yard for Alexandra. My love for the outdoors offered the perfect way to 
show my softer side. I hunted wildflowers and used them to create beauti-
ful ice cubes to float in the large silver wine cooler bowl. 
    I obsessed over making two stunning flower arrangements that would 
be the centerpieces for the main tables. I potted plants in the lanai, featur-
ing peach hibiscus, pink New Guinea impatiens, yellow, peach, and pink 
Vigoro Calibrachoa, and some perfect cat palms, which gave everything a 
tropical feel. I even snatched some yellow flag iris flowers growing wild in 
one of our neighborhood’s brackish wetland areas to fill a tall vase. 
    While neither of my beautiful daughters inherited the hunting gene 
from me, they both love and appreciate the harmony of outdoor spaces. 
Soon to be her sister’s matron of honor, Caroline took the reins and helped 
create a backyard partyscape, perfectly reflecting the invitations designed 
with a flower theme. I followed suit by designing the flower arrangements 

to look like the invitation, down to the dazzling dahlias. Alexandra could 
barely hold back her tears when she walked through the courtyard to the 
backyard and took in all the beauty of the natural and enhanced backyard 
landscape. (For more photos, visit https://beachbelleblog.com/my-bridal-
shower/) 

    The party was a great success, and my heart was filled with happiness 
for the soon-to-be bride and her soon-to-be matron of honor. 
Accomplished professional photographer Gretchen Steele, one of my Próis 
“sisters,” made me feel so happy when she remarked: “Seriously, 
Maggie—your décor, class, elegance, tablescapes, etc., just scream Garden & 
Gun feature to me!” Wow, did that ever make me feel fabulous! 
    I cannot take credit for the beauty around me. I am so thankful for 
God’s creation. Whether relaxing in my backyard filled with the sounds of 
songbirds and beautiful flowers, or a day in the deep woods hunting, my 
outdoor passion is with me, always.  
    Soon we’ll have a scenic outdoor wedding on the banks of the spectacu-
lar Waccamaw River at Wachesaw Plantation Club in Murrells Inlet! 
Maggie is a Realtor, a hunting and fishing blogger, and Prois Hunt Staffer. You 
can follow her at www.camo365.com. 

From Hunting Mom to 
Mother of the Bride 

By Maggie Boineau

Kim Davis & Me chatting after the hunt.

Maggie and Alexandra



   He sat on the front porch every day scan-
ning the horizon for any sign of movement. 
He did this faithfully, even as the days 
rolled painfully into weeks and then 
months. When his friends came by to per-
suade him to give up and move on, he 
would simply smile, wave them on and per-
sist unflinchingly. Keeping his gaze on the 
surrounding hills, he waited unwaveringly 
and patiently for the return of his son. As he 
waited and watched, he rehearsed in his 
mind over and over again what he would 
do the moment he saw his son. 
 

    One evening, the familiar silhouette of a lone figure appeared in the dis-
tance. Recognizing his son, he enacted without hesitation what he had done 
a thousand times in his mind. Casting off all dignity, he ran towards his son 
with all his might. He could feel his heart pumping wildly and his lungs 
expanding and contracting as his feet tried to outdo each other across the 
field. Tears streamed down his face as his son grew larger in his sight with 
each pace. In a moment he was face to face with his wayward son. Before 
any words could be traded, he leaped forward, embraced the young man 
and rained kisses upon him. 
 
    This unexpected, joyous reception from the father overwhelmed the 
young man. He had expected to be disowned. He had even rehearsed a 
speech to tell his father to make him one of his hired servants. How could 
he have known his father had a rehearsed plan of his own? 
 
    Without waiting to hear his son’s rehearsed speech, his father command-
ed the servants to bring out the best robe for him, place a ring on his finger 
and to put sandals on his feet. The young man thought he had forfeited 
sonship because of the bad choices he had made that resulted in shame and 
loss to the family. However, the actions of the father made it clear that his 
sonship was completely intact. The father called for a celebration for the 
homecoming of his beloved son.  [Luke 15:11- 24] 
 
That’s the heart of God for YOU.   
That’s Your Anchor Point.
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Waccamaw Outdoor 
RESOURCE GUIDE

Auto 

Conway Chrysler 
Conway, SC  843.365.7331 
 
Hadwin-White 
Conway, SC  843.347.4633 
 
Boating Needs 

Warren’s Marine and Performance, LLC 
Longs, SC  843.340.0036 
 

Chiropractor 

Falk Family Chiropractic & Wellness 
Conway, SC  843.248.0104 
 
Deer Processing 

707 Deer Processing 
Myrtle Beach, SC  843.293.3355 
 
Dental 

Carolina Center for Advanced Dentistry  
Dr. Jeff Horowitz 
Conway & Murrells Inlet, SC  
843.248.3843 
 
Education 

Horry-Georgetown Technical College 
Conway/Myrtle Beach, SC 
843.349.5277 
 
Equipment 

Tyler Equipment Co, Inc. 
Conway, SC  843.248.5294 
 
Fishing 

A Reel Fix Bait & Tackle 
Loris, SC  843.756.7335 
 
Guns 

Bantam Solutions 
Longs, SC  843.999.3360 
 
Hearing Health 

Hearing by Design 
NMB, SC  843.272.1486 
Home, Garden & Farm Supplies 

Conway Feed & Garden 
Conway, SC  843.248.4344 
 

Hospital 

Conway Medical Center 
Conway, SC  843.347.7111 

 

Metal Works 

Homewood Metal Works 
Conway, SC  843.365.9111 
 
Outdoor Adventures 

Allen Brothers Hunting Preserve 
Bladenboro, NC  910.736.5360 
 
Backwoods Quail Club 
Georgetown, SC  843.546.1466 
 
Lowcountry Preserve 
Tabor City, NC  910.443.1000 
 
Moree’s Sportsman’s Preserve 
Call Mike Johnson @ 843.378.4831 
 
Pet Cremation and Memorial 

Loyal Companions 
Conway, SC  843.234.5683 
 
Recycling 

Solid Waste Authority 
Conway, SC  843.347.1651 
 
Waccamaw Metal Recycling 
Little River/MB, SC  843.399.4048 
 
Rehabilitation 

Pawleys Island  843.235.0200 
Murrells Inlet  843.314.3224 
Surfside Beach  843.839.0163 
Carolina Forest  843.282.0440 
Myrtle Beach  843.839.1300 
Market Commons  843.213.6338 
Conway  843.733.3031 
Little River  843,281.4222 
 

Taxidermy 

Wildlife Creations Taxidermy 
Conway, SC  843.248.5255

ANCHOR POINT … 
By Jerry W. Teaford, Jr.
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Student Angler League

Aden Day Ayden Konopka Bryson Gerald Chase Ulisano

Chloe Skipper Christa Edmonds Madelyn Taylor and Quinn Giesler Mason Hardee

Neal Martin and Owen Powell Tucker Howard and Wilson Hewitt Story on Next Page…21
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REDFISH 
    Elementary Division winners were a pair of first graders from 
Georgetown who fished as a team in their first event. Madelyn Taylor 
and Quinn Giesler had one fish at 1.39 pounds. 
    Middle School Redfish Division was won by Aden Day of Conway 
with 2 fish at 7.51 pounds. Second place went to Ayden Konopka from 
Ocean Bays with 2 fish totaled 6.71 pounds.  Third place was Chloe 
Skipper from Andrews with 2 fish at 6.42 pounds. Aiden Fleming of 
Waccamaw caught the Big Fish which was 4.80 pounds. 
    High School Redfish Division was won by Chappell and Elliott 
Miller of Georgetown with 2 fish at 7.26 pounds plus Big Fish at 4.22 
pounds. Second place went to Christa Edmonds of Carolina Forest 
with 2 fish totaled 5.46 pounds.  Third place was Brandon Poston of 
Georgetown and Thomas Bodiford of Berkeley with 2 fish at 4.31 
pounds. 
BASS 
    Elementary Division had not participants this tournament with 
Elijah Norris of Loris having the championship wrapped up this sea-
son. 
    Middle School Bass Division was won by Tucker Howard of 

Andrews and Wilson Hewitt of Georgetown with 5 fish at 10.71 
pounds.  Mack Hardee and Bryson Gerald of Conway took second 
with 5 fish at 9.15 pounds. Dawson Hawley of Green Seas Floyds fin-
ished third with 5 fish at 8.34 pounds.  Raleigh Elliott of Green Sea 
Floyds landed the Big Fish of 2.65 pounds.  Second place went with 5 
fish at 6.17 pounds. Third place was Cody Wilder and Dalton Williams 
of Conway with 5 fish at 5.16 pounds 
    High School Bass Division was won by to Neal Martin of Carvers 
Bay and Owen Powell of Georgetown with 5 fish at 14.43 pounds.  
Second Place was Mason Hardee and Will Hardee McGuirt of Conway 
with 5 fish at 13.39 pounds plus Big Fish of 5.07 pounds.  Third place 
went to Allen and Colton Ledford of Socastee with 5 fish at 13.16 
pounds.    
     The final tournament will be May 15th from Carroll A Campbell in 
Georgetown.  The trail winners is a cumulation of the best 4 of 6 bag 
weights so every team can drop their lowest two tourneys should the 
trail have 6 events. It is never too late to join and your school does not 
have to have a team or club for you to fish SALTT.   
    For more information about the Student Angler League as well as 
the leaders, go to www.salttfishing.com

Hours: Mon - Fri 8:00AM - 5:00PM 
Saturday 9:00AM - 1:00PM 

8553 Highway 544 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29588 

www.coastalmarinemb.com

2020 | Pontoons by G3

843-236-9309

Student Angler League
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AXELROD REALTY

AxelrodRealty.com

1550 N. Oak Street 
Myrtle Beach SC 29577 
Tina@AxelrodRealty.com

Office: 843.248.0000 
   Fax: 843.213.1209 
   Cell: 843.333.5753

TINA RENEA HARBIN 
Realtor®

Bait • Tackle • Rod & Reel Repairs • Now Selling Showtime Dog Food

Also Specializing In  
Drag Racing Performance 

 
Casey Warren - Owner 

 
110 AP Thompson Rd,  

Longs, SC 29568 
 

(843) 340-0036   
(843) 254-7928

756-REEL 
      (7335)

4214 Railroad Ave. 
Loris, SC 29569

THEME: FICTIONAL FATHERS 
 
ACROSS 
1. Like Annapolis Academy 
6. Pine juice 
9. One in a manger 
13. Like a good athlete 
14. Modern address 
15. Printer cartridge contents 
16. Cate Blanchett’s movie “____ on 
a Scandal” 
17. 2nd largest living bird in world 
18. U in UV 
19. *HonorÈ de Balzac’s “Le PËre 
____” 
21. *Nemo’s dad, named after a sport fish 
23. “____ of the morning!” 
24. Seaside bird 
25. Tax accounting specialist, acr. 
28. Back of the neck 
30. Chew the fat 
35. Country dance formation 
37. Greek goddess of fertility 
39. Waterwheel 
40. *Drunk and, incidentally, Huck 
Finn’s Pap 
41. Metallic sounding 
43. Quite a stretch 
44. Place to dry out 
46. Like the White Rabbit 
47. Dr. Robert Bruce Banner’s green 
alter ego 
48. Sun-____ 
50. Toothy wheel 
52. Bad-mouth 
53. Made a rug 
55. Low-____ image 
57. *Simba’s father in “The Lion King” 
60. *Luke’s and Leia’s father 
63. Golfer’s sun protection 
64. Romanian monetary unit 
66. Introverted one 
68. Follow as a consequence 
69. Pooh’s wise friend 
70. Territory in China known as Las 
Vegas of Asia 
71. Young woman 
72. *”That ‘70s Show” dad 
73. One-room school house “note-
book” 
 

DOWN 
1. A Bobbsey twin 
2. Awestruck 
3. *The Godfather’s given name 
4. Heads-up 
5. Wound 
6. Cooking grease 
7. Hammer holder? 
8. D’Artagnan’s hat decoration 
9. Weevil’s target 
10. Not in favor of 
11. Capital of Switzerland 
12. Chapter in history 
15. As opposed to turn-off 
20. 1960s abstractionism 
22. Rainbow shape 
24. Like ones between 13 and 19 
years old 
25. *Griswold family patriarch 
26. Mushroom caps 
27. Egyptian symbol of life, pl. 
29. *Jay is to Claire as ____ is to Haley 
31. Flood survivor 
32. Father of psychoanalysis Sigmund 
33. Garlicky mayonnaise 
34. *Both father in “Mary Poppins” 
and father in “Father of the Bride” 
36. Unfledged hawk 
38. Casino chip 
42. Pine 
45. ____ of dog! 
49. “I ____” at the altar 
51. Middle Earth and Kingdom of the 
North, e.g. 
54. Courage in the face of danger 
56. Smokeless tobacco brand 
57. Short skirt 
58. It was Brezhnev’s domain 
59. Unplayable baseball 
60. Old in Scottish 
61. Cuzco valley empire 
62. Straight pour from the bottle 
63. Chill in front of TV, with ‘out’ 
65. Ovine mom 
67. Beluga yield 
 
STATEPOINT CROSSWORD 
 
Solution page--11 
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